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Accomplishments
What were the major goals and objectives of the project?
The purpose of this project is to create a portable system for assessing balance in armed forces personnel
that can be administered in the field with minimal training. Although there are many reasons for assessing
an individual’s sense of balance, our project focuses on balance deficits caused by concussion, traumatic
brain injury, and musculoskeletal injury, since these are especially relevant to fitness for duty. Our
deliverable will be a stand-alone system comprising a Microsoft Kinect motion tracking system and a
dedicated laptop personal computer running custom software for data acquisition and analysis. The system
is called the Automated Assessment of Postural Stability, or AAPS.
The project is designed around four Specific Aims, or goals:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Develop Baseline AAPS System
AAPS Calibration and Baseline Evaluation
AAPS Field Evaluation
Develop Expanded xAAPS Test

What was accomplished under these goals?
Year 3 was devoted to optimizing performance of the AAPS system by improving the BESS error detection
algorithm and the software graphical interfaces (GUI), as well as overall usability and experience.
Substantial efforts were also dedicated to expanding the extended AAPS system capabilities and
functionalities. Such an expansion has led to the creation of an xAAPS dedicated software suite and
movement assessment algorithms. The xAAPS has been developed to automatically administer three
dynamic balance trials that are based on modified versions of tests from the Functional Movement
Screening (FMS) test, namely, Hurdle Step, In-line lunge and Deep Squat.
Accomplishment 1: AAPS Software Packaging and Distribution
The AAPS deliverable is a stand-alone system comprising a Microsoft Kinect motion tracking camera and
a dedicated laptop running the AAPS software. In Year 3, the AAPS software has been completed and fully
tested for static balance detection. In addition, the software graphical interfaces, as well as usability and
user experience have been refined. Figure 1 shows the principle of operation of the AAPS system and its
new and improved GUI with contextual user instructions.

Figure 1: (Top) The AAPS setup. (Bottom) An example of the current AAPS Graphical User Interface (GUI). On the left of
the screen, a picture with clear instructions is displayed to remind the operator of specific static pose details. This helps the
operator provide the test subject with valuable instructions on the BESS test. On the right, the real-time video is shown along
with optional view settings

Furthermore, to ensure compatibility with different Windows architectures and facilitate distribution to
several users, the current version of the AAPS has been packaged into a single installation package. This
allows the AAPS software to be installed with one click as a stand-alone Windows application that is
compatible with any Windows 10 machine. In addition, all the necessary libraries and drivers have been
packaged in the installation archive. The only additional required software consists of the Microsoft Kinect
drivers that will need to be installed on the target computer to successfully use the Kinect device.
Accomplishment 2: The Expanded Automatic Assessment of Postural Stability (xAAPS)
The Expanded Automatic Assessment of Postural Stability deliverable is a stand-alone system comprising
a Microsoft Kinect motion tracking camera and a dedicated laptop running the xAAPS software. A
dedicated software suite has been designed and developed for the xAAPS. This software tool has been
engineered to guide the test subject through all the necessary steps to perform three dynamic balance tests
without the supervision of a clinical expert. In other words, the xAAPS can be used by a non-trained user
as a result of the intuitive graphical interface and the presence of on-screen avatar that guides the subject

throughout the test execution. Figure 2 is a screenshot that shows the GUI and real-time operation of the
xAAPS software.
The balance tests implemented in the xAAPS software are modified versions of the well-known Functional
Movement Screening (FMS) test, namely a series of repetitions of the original FMS Hurdle Step, In-line
lunge and deep squat.
After test completion, the subject’s kinematic data are stored in dedicated files that can be analyzed off-line
using a specifically designed machine learning approach. The movement analysis algorithms have been
trained to provide movement quality scoring criteria that are similar to those assigned by the FMS test.
Scoring is based on a scale from 1 to 3, where 1 indicates that the subject cannot perform the movement
and 3 indicates perfect movement execution. Figure 3 shows a block diagram of the xAAPS FMS automatic
scoring methods. Briefly, Kinect raw data are collected, and 3D body skeleton tracking coordinates are
extracted in real-time. The extracted time series are re-sampled at a constant frequency of 30 fps and then
low-pass filtered at 2Hz, using a 5th order low-pass Butterworth filter. Subsequently, two main kinematic
metrics are derived for each trial, namely, the Center of Mass (COM) and the 3D joint displacement time
series. The xAAPS scoring algorithm uses these metrics to carry out feature extraction and then
classification. The extracted features were:
•
•
•
•
•

COM Spectral Power
COM Coefficient if Variation
COM Continuous Phase Variability
COM Dynamic Time Warping
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of 3D joint displacement

Finally, the above features were used to train a series of classification algorithms. We used a crossvalidation approach with our dataset to evaluate classification performance. Our analysis indicated that
Decision Tree, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and K-Nearest Neighbors (K-NN) were the algorithms with

Figure 2: Example of the xAAPS dedicated software for data collection and automated scoring of three modified FMS
dynamic tests.

Figure 3: The xAAPS Functional Movement Screening automatic movement quality classification algorithm.

the best classification performance for predicting FMS scores. The following section presents the xAAPS
algorithms and performance in more detail. These results have also been presented at the 2018 Military
Health System Research Symposium (MHSRS 2018), held in August 2018, in Kissimmee, FL.
The Expanded Automatic Assessment of Postural Stability (xAAPS)
Concussion is best detected when the evaluation of possible exposure is carried out in the field, at the
earliest possible opportunity. The Balance Error Scoring System (BESS), which is a brief and easily
administered test of static balance, has been devised to detect balance deficits, arising from concussion and

musculoskeletal injuries, in the field. The BESS presents four main limitations: 1) it requires the presence
of a trained (clinical) observer to score the test; 2) the test-to-test reliability can be biased by the manual
scoring system; 3) A visually scored test can result in under-reporting some of the symptoms; 4) The BESS
test only measures static posture. To address these limitations, we have developed the Automated
Assessment of Postural Stability (AAPS) system, that is an easy to set-up, computerized and quantitative
system for automatically administering and scoring the BESS test in a wide variety of non-clinic locations
using inexpensive off-the-shelf devices.
Furthermore, in order to provide a more comprehensive concussion evaluation tool we are developing the
expanded AAPS (xAAPS) to introduce the evaluation of dynamic balance tasks. The xAAPS capability of
evaluating coordinated dynamic movements will potentially provide more salient feedback for assessing
concussion and suitability for return to duty than using static balance measures alone.
Methods
The xAAPS system consists of two hardware components: a Windows laptop and a Microsoft Kinect 2.0
device, paired with a custom-developed Windows software application. The xAAPS software has been
designed and developed to be user-friendly and to guide the operator through all the necessary steps to
correctly administer the testing protocols. At the end of each trial, the xAAPS automatically evaluates,
displays and stores the balance scores in under a minute. The xAAPS features a custom developed balance
evaluation method based on computer classification algorithms that convert the subject’s three-dimensional
joint center positions (as derived from the Kinect sensor) into balance metrics. These metrics are equivalent
to Functional Movement Screening (FMS) scores assigned by an experienced observer. The FMS consists
of seven movement patterns scored on a scale of 0-3 points, where 0 means pain and 3 a perfect execution.
The current version of xAAPS focuses on continuous multi-repetition versions of the first three of the seven
FMS assessments: Deep Squat (DS), Hurdle Step (HS) and In-line Lunge (ILL).
In order to validate the performance of the xAAPS scoring algorithm, we asked 26 young adults (12 male,
14 female) to perform the three FMS movements while their kinematic data were captured with the xAAPS
system. To obtain reference data for comparison, video recordings of the movement tests were scored by
an experienced observer. Those scores were then used as labels for the dataset when training the xAAPS
classification algorithm.
More specifically, the xAAPS extracts 3D joint coordinates from the Kinect data stream. The Kinect
generates these data at a variable sampling frequency, which is then resampled off-line to a constant rate of
30 fps. Subsequently, the resampled joint position time series are low-pass filtered with a fifth order
Butterworth with cutoff frequency set at 2Hz to reduce measurement noise. The next step in the signal
processing cascade is to extract features that can be successfully used to train a set of classification
algorithms. For each trial, a total of 27 kinematic features are extracted and used to evaluate each trial
quality. The extracted features range from commonly used kinematic metrics, such as range, mean and
standard deviation of velocity, acceleration and jerk of the Center of Mass (COM) trajectory, to more
complex features such as spectral power, coefficient of variation and continuous relative phase variability
of the COM. Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) distances of COM and Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
of the joint 3D displacement time series were also used as features. Next, we trained a set of gold-standard
classification algorithms such as, Decision Trees, Support Vector Machine (SVM), k-Nearest Neighbors
(k-NN) and Ensemble Bagged Trees. These classifiers’ predictive performance was assessed using a 3-fold
cross-validation approach. Finally, for each movement type, the optimal combination of features and
classification algorithms were identified. A block diagram of the implemented signal processing is shown
in Figure 3.

Results
The xAAPS can successfully score the three FMS movements (HS, ILL and DS), with scoring performance
well above random classification levels, that given the distribution of our sample population, are 57.1%,
42.3% and 67.7%, respectively. Specifically, the xAAPS displayed the best scoring performance for DS
trials, using an SVM classifier with a cross-validated prediction accuracy of 92.3%. The HS assessment
accuracy was 84.6% using a Decision Tree algorithm and finally accuracy of 69.2% was measured for ILL
using an Ensemble Bagged Tree approach (See Table 1). Furthermore, qualitative analysis of kinematic
data time series, indicates that the xAAPS lower performance for ILL trials is due to larger inaccuracies of
the Kinect body tracking algorithm when detecting the lower-extremity movements for ILL motion.
Conclusion
Our laboratory has recently shown that Kinect 2.0™ data is suitable for instrumenting simple fieldexpedient clinical static postural stability tests such as the BESS. With the present work, we present the
xAAPS, an expanded version of the reliable and quantitative Automated Assessment of Postural Stability
(AAPS). The statistical performance of the innovative xAAPS algorithms in predicting the human-assigned
FMS scores for three movements, namely HS, ILL and DS, as performed by 26 subjects, shows that the
xAAPS can be a valuable in-field expedient to evaluate dynamic balance, without the need of human
scorers.
Furthermore, despite the current version of the system being optimized for three specific movements, the
feature extraction and classification algorithms have been designed to be flexible, easily adjustable and retrainable for the evaluation of further motion types and different clinical testing protocols.

Table 1: This Table summarizes the xAAPS capability of predicting FMS scores relative to the three tested movements for
all the 26 collected subjects. xAAPS performance has been evaluated using a 3-Fold Cross-Validation approach on the
entire dataset. The percentages represent the xAAPS capability of assigning a score that matches the one assigned by an
experienced observer. The first entry of the Table reports the best performing classifiers for each movement category. The
last row of the Table is the performance of a random classifier used here as a baseline for comparison. It can be noted that
the three groups do not have a balanced probability distribution, in other words this data set presents an unbalanced
classification problem.

Cross-Validated xAAPS Performance
Movement Type
Hurdle Steps
In-Line Lunges
Course Decision Ensemble Bagged
Best Performing Classifier
Tree
Trees
3-Fold Cross-Validation
84.6%
69.2%
Results
Random Classification
57.1%
42.3%
Performance

Deep Squats
Linear Support Vector
Machine
92.3%
67.7%

Progress Relative to Goals
Relative to our stated goals, the project is proceeding on schedule and on budget. As Table 2 shows, our
progress is commensurate with the 36 months of effort we have made thus far. Aim 1 is essentially
complete. Completion of Aim 2 only requires recruiting another 12 concussed male subjects; we have made
plans to attend several contact sports tournaments in October and November and thus expect to meet this
goal. In order to complete Aim 3, we are planning to do another round of field testing with our University’s
ROTC cadets. We have been in contact with the new ROTC director and we are scheduling two fieldtraining events over the next 12 months. Finally, Aim 4 (xAAPS) requires evaluation of test data that has
already been accomplished. These goals are all reasonably accomplished within the remaining 12-month
timeframe. We have also allocated time to migrate the existing system to be sensor-agnostic, meaning that
it will work with any depth camera, not just the Kinect. This is especially necessary since Microsoft is
retiring the Kinect as a consumer product. Fortunately, numerous alternative sensors are now available off
the shelf and it appears that integrating them into our system will be feasible. The remainder of our progress
will be focused on publishing at least three more journal manuscripts which are currently in preparation.
From a budgetary perspective, the project is healthy. As of the end of Year 3 Quarter 4, we have spent
$1.236M. The expense breakdown is approximately 61% compensation expenses, 5% non-compensation
expenses, and 35% indirect costs.

What opportunities for training and professional development has the project provided?
PIs Tucker and Obeid have been pro-active in supporting professional development of the students on the
project. Postdocs Napoli and Glass have been delegated much of the day-to-day responsibility of executing
the research on this project. We have sought to develop them across the board, and especially with
Table 2: Project status relative to timeline originally stated in the research proposal.

Specific Aim 1 – Develop AAPS Baseline System
Port Image Processing Code to C/C++

1-5 months

100%

Develop User Interface

4-8 months

100%

Develop AAPS for Field Use

7-12 months

100%

Specific Aim 2 – AAPS Calibration and Baseline Evaluation
Healthy Subject Evaluation

12-18 months

100%

Concussion Subject Evaluation
18-30 months
Mild Musculoskeletal Injury Subject
18-30 moths
Evaluation
Specific Aim 3 – AAPS Field Evaluation

75%
100%

Evaluate use by non-clinician operators

12-15 months

80%

Evaluate AAPS in Field Conditions

14-24 months

80%

Specific Aim 4 – Develop Expanded xAAPS Test
Determine movements for xAAPS test

18-22

100%

Update AAPS software for xAAPS test

18-30

100%

Evaluate xAAPS test

30-36

80%

manuscript preparation and grantsmanship, data analysis, and public presentations of their work. Dr. Glass
accepted a full-time position as a research scientist at The University of Ohio where he began working in
April. Dr. Napoli has accepted a full-time position as the lead engineer on a brain machine interface project
at Jefferson University in Philadelphia and will start there when his responsibilities with the AAPS project
are complete. Our graduate and undergraduate students have been similarly supported with respect to
scientific writing, software development, scientific writing, and data collection.

How were the results disseminated to communities of interest?
We have disseminated our results through public talks, journal publications, and conference presentations
(see the “Products” section below). We have been regular attendees at the MHSRS meeting in Orlando
where we supplement our formal dissemination products with informal discussions with colleagues.

What do you plan to do during the next reporting period to accomplish the goals and
objectives?
This coming year will be the final one of this project. We will complete all proposed tasks, and are on
schedule to do so by Summer 2019.

Impact
What was the impact on the development of the principal discipline(s) of the project?
One of the key impacts our work is having is that we are part of a community of researchers whose goal is
to bring physical therapy testing out of the clinic and into the field. Through our work, we have engaged in
this community, in conferences, through talks, through the peer-review process, and through informal
conversations. For example, our research has enabled us to design even more ambitious humanperformance tests in compact, field-deployable formats (proposals are currently in preparation and peerreview). Our work, especially in developing xAAPS through the Unity design engine, is leading to useful
design insights that we will be sharing with the research community.

What was the impact on other disciplines?
Nothing to report.

What was the impact on technology transfer?
Nothing to report (yet).

What was the impact on society beyond science and technology?
Our goal has always been to create tools that allow the scientific community to better understand concussion
and to help warfighters and athletes alike manage their concussive symptoms. Through our extensive data
collection efforts, we have demonstrated the AAPS and xAAPS to several hundred individuals. Our
observation has been that there is a great deal of enthusiasm for systems like ours that can be used to bring
quantifiable performance results directly to the end-user as opposed to requiring a lab or clinic setting.

Changes/Problems
Changes in approach and reasons for change.
See below.

Actual or anticipated problems or delays and actions or plans to resolve them.
This year we have requested (and been granted) a no-cost extension for our work. Earlier in 2017
it was announced that Microsoft was discontinuing the Kinect as an off-the-shelf consumer
product. This presented a challenge since we use Kinect as our input sensor. Fortunately, there are
a number of equivalent 3D depth cameras available on the market now and we will be using our
extended period of performance to evaluate those sensors and to build a sensor-agnostic interface
to our system. Our initial work in this vein is positive; we are currently working with a device sold
by Orbbec which appears to yield robust measurements across the board.
Changes that have a significant impact on expenditures.
Nothing to report.

Significant changes in use or care of human subjects, vertebrate animals, biohazards, and/or
select agents.
Nothing to report.
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Glass, S. M., Napoli, A., Obeid, I., & Tucker, C. A. (2018). Effects of Concussion History on Center of
Mass Motion During Modified Balance Error Scoring System (BESS) Testing in Women. In Military
Health System Research Symposium (MHSRS). Orlando, FL.
Glass, S. M., Napoli, A., Thompson, E. D., Obeid, I., & Tucker, C. A. (2018). Validity of an Automated
Balance Error Scoring System. Journal of Applied Biomechanics, 1–16. https://doi.org/10.1123/jab.20180056
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In Development
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Estimated Budget ($k)

Expand AAPS – Dynamic tasks

Field test AAPS

Calibrate AAPS (n=50 subjects)

AAPS system development

Activities

$200

15

$500

16

Timeline and Cost

$500

17

$200

18

We aim to develop, calibrate, and field test a system for quantifying the
impact postural and balance injuries using the Microsoft Kinect, an
inexpensive motion capture system. The system will administer and
score the BESS in field conditions without requiring a medically
trained operator. We will expand the BESS to include dynamic tasks
(lunge, squat, etc.) to better assess readiness for return to active
military duty post mild TBI.

Approach

•Develop a fully functional proof-of-concept system (AAPS), featuring a
complete software suite for automatically administering the Balance
Error Scoring System (BESS) test.
•Calibrate the AAPS on healthy, concussion, and musculoskeletal injury
subjects.
•Fully field test AAPS to ensure use by non-medical technicians.
•Expansion of AAPS to include dynamic postural tasks.

Study/Product Aim(s)

PI: Iyad Obeid & Carole A. Tucker

Log Number: MR141272
Award Number: W81XWH-15-1-0445

Goals/Milestones
CY15 Goals – System development
✓ Port existing system from Matlab to C/C++ [100%]
✓ Develop user interface for automatic test administration [100%]
CY16 Goal – Calibration and Field Testing
ü Determining reference scores for healthy, concussion, and
musculoskeletal injury subjects [95%]
ü Comparing performance to gold standard benchmarks [90%]
ü Optimizing design for use by non-medical technicians [80%]
CY17 Goal – System expansion
ü Determining optimal dynamic tasks for assessment [100%]
ü Updating software to handle dynamic task tracking [100%]
CY18 Goal – System optimization
ü Complete expansion & optimize software via beta testing [80%]
Comments/Challenges/Issues/Concerns
• none
Budget Expenditure to Date
Projected Expenditure:
~$1.360M
Actual Expenditure:
~$1.236M

Screenshot showing development of C# code, prototype proof-of-concept GUI
interface, and live image capture skeleton.

Award Amount: $1.36M

Automated Assessment of Postural Stability (AAPS)

